
SEVENTH QUIZ
You have 15 minutes from the start of class to complete this quiz.  Give partial answers if you can’t give com-
plete ones.  Read the questions with care; work with deliberate speed.  Don’t give us more than we ask for.  
The usual instructions apply.  Good luck!

Problem 1  (4 points)

(a)  (2 points)  One aspect of natural language understanding is speech recognition—converting the sounds a 
speaker makes into words.  Give one example of what’s hard about speech recognition (i.e., why we still don’t 
have systems that can reliably recognize continuous speech)?
Elision (i.e., sounds are left out in regular speech); differences between speakers in age, gender, native 
language; discontinuities such as coughing and like, uh, y’know; homonyms (pair/pare/pear)

(b)  (2 points)  Even if the user typed in English words, natural language understanding would be hard.  Give 
one example of what’s hard about understanding even correctly written natural language?
Paraphrase (there are many ways to convey the same meaning—the teacher kicked the chalk, it was the 
teacher who kicked the chalk; the chalk was kicked by the teacher—and also many idioms, and a system 
needs to understand nearly all of them); Ambiguity (nearly any natural language utterance is ambiguous; 
it requires knowing the context to disambiguate, but a computer doesn’t understand the context with-
out a pretty complete model of the real world)

(c)  (1 point)  We can train a dog to respond to English commands.  Why is this different from natural lan-
guage understanding?
The dog is “looking up” a sound pattern on a “mental list” and doing the action associated with that  
sound.  It’s like a voice-activated cellphone.  You can’t tell the dog, “Take a load off your feet” and you 
can’t tell the cellphone, “I want my mommy” if the voice entry for her number is “Mother”.

Problem 2  (5 points)  

Here are the steps of test-driven development (slightly rearranged from class):  1. Pick a behavior to implement.  
2. Write a test of that behavior.  3. Try to compile the test (and all previous tests).  4. Change the code so the 
tests compile correctly.  5. Run all the tests.  6. Change the code so it will pass all the tests; run the tests and 
change until that’s true.  7. Refactor and rerun the tests.  Then repeat for the next behavior.

(a)  (3 points)  Give one advantage of writing tests before writing the code that can run them.

1.  It helps clarify your understanding of what the code is supposed to do.  2.  It’s a way of “using” the 
code you contemplate before you actually code it, so if it’s clumsy to write a test for it, you can decide to 
redesign the interface or behavior.  3.  Your tests are there when you’re ready for them, so you’re less 
tempted to skip the testing or do a half-baked job

(b)  (2 points)  Give another advantage of the incremental approach of test-driven development over the more 
conventional approach to writing software.  You’re always working from a stable point (you don’t go for 
hours without a “reward” and you don’t have to cross your fingers and pray when you finally click “run”); 
you have all the tests at hand so you can see if any test breaks anything; taking small steps is more man-
ageable.
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Problem 3  (12 points)

Your friends have chosen you to plan a ski trip over spring break.  The payoff matrix below shows your three 
alternative destinations and the utility of each destination under various weather conditions.

Good Snow 
Conditions

Fair Snow 
Conditions

Poor Snow 
Conditions

Mammoth 4.0 3.9 3.6

Aspen 3.8 3.9 3.8

Banff 3.4 3.9 4.2

(a)  (2 points)  Which alternative do you choose if you follow the optimist strategy, and what is the utility of 
that alternative?  (Showing how you get your answer will help you get partial credit.)

Banff, 4.2: max of each row (4.0, 3.9, 4.2), max of those.

(b)  (2 points)  Which alternative do you choose if you follow the pessimist strategy, and what is the utility of 
that alternative?  (Showing how you get your answer will help you get partial credit here, too.)

Aspen, 3.8:  minimum of each row (3.6, 3.8, 3.4), max of those

(c)  (4 points)  Which alternative do you choose if you follow the regrettist strategy?  (Here, you have to draw 
the “regret matrix.”)

Regret matrix:  How far off you are under each condition:  0, 0, .6 (first row); .2, 0, .4; .6, 0, 0 (last row)

Aspen (the most you’ll kick yourself is .4):  Maximum of each row (.6, .4, .6), min of those.

(d)  (4 points)  If the three strategies above don’t all give the same answer, which would you use in making your 
final decision, and why?

Could be either, with a plausible reason:

Optimist:  Willing to “go for broke,” willing to risk having low utility, for a chance at the best possible.  
College students on break may well decide like that.

Pessimist:  Conservative, want to minimize disappointment, don’t want to risk a really bad time (and so 
willing to give up a chance at the very best)

Regrettist:  You’re making the decision for your friends.  If they’re second-guessers, if at the end they 
aren’t happy and will blame you for your choice, you want to minimize how much they’ll blame you.  
That’s the regrettist strategy.

Since Pessimist and Regrettist come up with the same alternative (Aspen), students pretty much have to 
say they’re willing to go for broke if they want to justify Mammoth/the Optimist strategy.
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